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The U,S. Navy type and the British "quick release"
type of D-rnkhute harness have been tested with respect
to the ea3e and speed of release under the 'ollowing
concit ions.

1, On land under good conditions.

2o On land in simulated bad weather:
a) In high wind.
b) With wet hands and harnesso
c ) At OOF,
d With heavy flyinp mittens.

3, In the water and suspended above the water:
a) In the water,
b) Suspended 8 ft. above water,
c) In the water; l1fe Jacket inflated.

4o Usln one hand:
a) Dry.
b) With wet hands and harnesso

Two exaimples of accidental jamming are discussed
and the subject of accidental release is considered.

CONCLV'SIOS:

lo In the majority of cases studied the British
"quick release" type of parachute harness was released
with greater speed and ease than the U.S. Navy type,

2, However, only under exceptional circumstances
is a difference in speed of release in favor of the
British type "quick release" harness considered of
imnortanceo These conditions are (1) with heavy flying
-ittesi, (2) using one hand and )i in or above water,

3, Under the condition of preliminary partial
release, the speed of release was greater from the U.S.
Navy type than from the Pritish "quick release" type
of harness,

4o The danger of ac-Idental jamming and probably
of accidental release is iuc areater with the British
than with the Navy ty;e horneseo
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A -'ommrison of the eeg,- and speed of release of_
the U.q. Navy and Prit!'3h Army "quick release" types
of parachute harness w's maie under the conditions
listed below. In each case sutjerts were observed
and timed as they completely disenwaged thpmselves
from the harness,

1. On land under rooJ conditions:
Subjects wore heavy winter flying Pear,

2, On land in simulated bad weather:
The terrain for these tests was smooth
(Chevalier Field),

a) In a hip.h wind:
The wind was created by the propellor
of an 9NV turning over aL 1800 rpm 0

1) Without preliminary partial
release,
At the start of the exoEriments
the subjects lay face down with
the parachute canopy attached
and open. Timing was begun as
the canopy filled with air and
was continued until the subject
had spilled the air from the.
parachute and completely dis-
engaged himself from the harnesso
The subjects were dregged vary-
ing distances up to about 100
feet and were sometimes lifted
several feet off the p-roundo

1 The Prltish "qruick release" type of parachute
harne used i these tests was obtained from the U.So

Air Force Materiel PTrcvin,- Grounds, Eglin Field Fla,
This hirness and paraehute were made by the Irwin Air
Chute Limited, Fort Erie, Cnto Its number was 20X-12,
and Type ..C./Seat, Ro/al Canadian Air Force0  It Is
shown in FVPures 1 to 4 in this report,
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2) With urelimiLnary partial release.
AlI three snaps were undone on
the Navy harne3s, ind "the Pritish
"quick release" wa rotated into
position for onening hut not yet
r-1esed In these experiments
the subjects did not attempt to
control the parachute canopy bu"
simply disengaged themselves
fron the harness as rapidly as
possible. They invariably were
free of the Navy harness before
being dragged any appreciable
distance but were usually drap-Ped
about 60 feet before getting free
of the British harness.

While subjects were being dragged, consider-
able quantities of moist red sandy soil
were scooped up and jammed into the harness
release mechanisms.

b) With wet hands and harness:
In these experiments heavy winter flyinp
gear was worn, but parachute canopies were
not attached.

c) At O°Fo:
Subjects wore heavy winter flying gear with-
out rloves, and experiments were run in the
chill chamber,

d) With heavy mittens:
Subjects wore heavy winter flyinp gear and
heavy gauntlet type mittens with independent
thumo and index finger, Experiments were
run at room temperaTureQ

3o In the water and suspended above the water.
Experiments were performed in the swimmina pool.

a) In the water the onen cano9 was thrown
over or neer the subjects.

b) Suspended 8 ft. above w&ter the subjects
swunp freely from the parachute risers.

c) In the water; life ja(ket inflated.



4o UsinF only one hand:

a) Comparison of Navy and British harness,
Subjects wore hivy winter flyinp pear
and Ai~enr aed themselvus from the hirn~ss
with the left hand only. Because of the
arrangement of the snaps on the Nnvy
harness, it wao somewhat easier to undo
them with the left hand, Experiments were
performed both under dry conditions and
with the harness and hands wet,.

b) Comparison of right and left hands with
the Navy harness.
Experimental conditions were as in 4. (a)
but tests were performed dry only.

RESULTS:

The results are given in Tables I, II, III and IV.
The British type harness was quicker to release (1) on
land under good tconditions (2) under cold conditions,
(3) with heavy mittens (4J in and (5) above the water,
(6) in the water with life jacket inflated and (7) when
one hand was used, The U.S. Navy type parachute harness
was quicker to release under the conditions of preliminary
partial release,

In Table II (a) (1) the times give little indication
of the time taken to get out of the harness since most
of the recorded time was taken up in spilling the air
from the canopy and getting the parachute under control,

In Table II (a) (2) the recorded times are not
strictly comparable since the Navy harness was completely
unbuckled at the start while the British "quick release"
still had to be depressed. The Navy harnes3 blew free
of the subject almost instantly when the arms were
raised, but an appreciable period of time was required
to press the British "quick release" because the subject
was being dragged face-dowm along the ground and could
not readily get at the release mechanism. In addition,
the "quick release" was sometimes difficult to depress
because of being partially clogged with dirt.



Possibly as a re3ult of previous paortial clopging
wiL.h dirt, the British "quick release&, mechanism completely
IJa-ned whilo exieriments were being performed in the
watero* The apoaratus had to be taken apart, cleaned and
repaired before further experiments could be curried on.

Experiments in the chill chnaber at O°F. were
performed after the "quick release" had been cleaned and
repaired. In the first series of teats the mechanism
beca-me more and more difficult to depres3, and finally
bed'ime impossible to release, so that the suboject was
unable to pet out of the hfirness without help, The
"nuick release" mechanism on bei pn insoected amain, was
found to be lubricated with oil, reimovil of which
elimingted any further difficu)ty in openInng the "quick
release at OUFo (see Table II (c)),

DISCUSSION:

The sent type British parachute hsrnes5 u3e 'In
these experiments was borrowed from Epltn -ALn.,i
is shown in Figures 1 to 4. 9oth the lP st'rap7 ftd
the shoulder straps differ from model3s which 62, in
current wide-sprend use0  Since the "tPick rieae f"
mechanism is standard in its essential tatures.,
however, the tests described atove- rrovice a tesable
basis for evaluatinp this aspect of the )ritl ' eso

The experiments here reported wre ssmoiife d bi
order to determine the relative meriti of th twos tes
of parachute harness under conditions inv'o'vig a i $ xm
number of variables and a minimum number of extreveous
factors, The results demonstrate that the British
harness can be released With greater spee4 and ease 'AJian
the Navy type, However, since for routine laad agd
water lendinps the British and United States p9;ednv+s
differ, the characteristics of the harness +mut 'b
evaluated with reference to the details cf then procedeso

* See Appendix A for description of t h. i
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British airmen landinr on land are instructed to
reiease the harness as soon as they strike the ground,
without first spilling the air from the parachute canopy.
"When the parachutist has dropped to within about 100
ft. from the ground, he should rotate the press button
of the quick release box from the locked position into
the operatine position by giving it a quarter turn in
a clockwise direction, thus brinving the red warning
mark on the peripbery to the topc On the instant the
feet toucb the around the press button should be given
a sharp blow inwards to the body, whereupon the harness
will be instantly released and the para'hute with the
weicrht of the body removed, will have its descent checked
and will drift away with the windo "* The United States
airmen are instructed to spill the air from the canopy
and brinp it under control first, and then disengage
themselves from the harnessc The British "quick release"
should thus show to best advantape in a high wind where
difficulty mitht be encountered in brinqina the canopy
under control* The difference in speed of release under
these conditions is shown by comparing the Nnvy times in
Table II (a) (1) (average 37 seconds) with the British
times in Table II (a) (2) (average 12 seconds). The
United States procedure includes the moderately difficult
technique of controlling the parachute canopy, a
technique which is eliminated by the British "quick
release". This advantage of the British equipment
might be of preat importance if the subject was injured.

For a water landinR the British airmen are instructed
to push the "quick release" when their feet touch the water,
"The preparations for alighting in water with this type
of harness are exactly the same as for aliphting on the
ground, but when a few feet above the surface of the
water the parachutist should straighten his body and place
the feet together, Then, as the feet touch the water
the harness should be released by giving the press button
a virorous blow with one hand whilst the other hand is
employed in pinching the nostrils together with the
thumb and forefinger, the elbows being kept pressed close
to the sides."** United States airmen are instructed to
undo all three snaps before touching the water, keeping
the shoulder straps in position by irossing their arms.
The harness is then completely released by extending the
arms over the heed the instant the feet touch the water.
The difference in speed of final release undor these
-,nditions is of no significance since loth runeuvers are
v -tually instantaneouso

-i --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* Brit.sh Air Ministry, Air Publication 1182, Vol0 I,
Part I, Sect. 1, Chap. 3, Para. 36.

** British Air Ministry, Air Publication 1182, Vol. I,
Part I, Sect. I, Chap, 3, Para. 4l



The fact that the British "quick release" mechanism
jammed twice durinR a limited number of tests suggests
that this danger may be significanto The combination of
dirt and water whicb may have precipitated the first
jamming, is quite within the range of possibility under
operational conaitions. The second instance of jamning,
probably resulting from the combination of improper
oiling and exposure to cold, indicates that careful
maintenance is essential.*

Jamming of the United States Navy harness did not
occur and it is unlikely that it could ever jam completely.
Pecause of the simplicity and exposed construction of
the snaps, foreign material interfering with release
c&n be seen, and any such material be removed easily.
Furthermore, the harness is fastened by three separate
snaps, the release of any two of which allows the subject
to get out0 However, in these tests, it was impossible
to reproduce the tight fit of the U.S. Navy type produced
by the sudden opening of the canopy in actual use.

Not only is the incidence of jamming more frequent
but also the danger resulting from jamming is more seriots
in the case of the British harness. If the "quick
release" mechanism jams, it is extremely difficult to get
out of the harness and no alternative release procedures
are available.

---------------------------------
* "Quick release boxes should be completely dismantled
periodically for thorough internal examination and. cleaningo
Once every quarter is a suitable time for home itationao 000
At stations abroad where dust and sand are likely to enter
and impede proper working and increase wear, releases are
to be used unlubricated and should be inspected internally
at shorter periodso In all other circumstances the
mechanism should be sparingly lubricated with anti-freezing
oil (Stores Ref. 34A/43 and 46)o"

British Air Ministry, Air Publication 1182, Vol. I,
Part I, Sec, 6, Pare. 37,

m7.



The importance of increased speed of release depends
both upon the amount of time saved and upon the need for
saving time. It is estimated from the findings presented
in this report that the British "quick release" would
save less than 30 seconds for the average landing on
lend and no time at all for the average water landing,
The need for saving time in a lending on land is great
when the British procedure is followed, since in a wind
the subject will be dragged until released, If the
American procedure is followed and the parachute canopy
is first brought under control, there is ordinarily no
need for extreme speed of release0 The need for saving
time in a water landing is great when the British harness
is used, since complete rclease must be accomplished
after the feet touch the water, There is generally no
such need for speed when the United States Navy harness
is used, since the time-consuming feetures of the release
are supposed to be accomplished in advance during descent.
Obviously special situetions can be visualized where the
need of speed of relea3e would be much qreater than in
the average situations represented herea

The British "quick release" mechanism, beinp more
complicated in construction than the U.S. Navy snaps,
requires more intelligent maintenan.e and use. With
repeated inspections and checks such as the British insist
upon, the dangers of mechanical failure are minimal.
Failure due to lack of familiarity with the operation of
the "quick release" are likewise minimal if personnel
are properly instructed and repeatedly drilled, Accidental
release has occurred, but evaluation of this danger is
impossible without evidence as to frequency.

The advantares of a quicker and easier British
release mechanism must be balanced arainst the advantages
of a more reliable United States Navy releasing device.

General Comments Concerning the British
"Quck Release" Type of Parachute Harness°

The present knob on the British "quick release" type
of parachute harness is very hard to grasp on account of
its circular construction. -c is suggested that this knob

48w



The harness is very ptur i-tinm and difficult to
adjusto The lep straps pull directly upward Insteed of
to the side, Therc is a potential source of denrer in
the riser hook clanps if the pilot should fll on them.
The rip cord pocks. button fastener is of poor constractlon.
It couild eisily pull loose durina a Jump nnd, under these
corditiors, the pilot would not be &lle to ree:h his
rip cord0



FOULING O BPITISH "tQUTCK RVIASE"

TYPE OF PARACHUTE HARNESS.

1. During the experiments conducted in water,
the British "quick release" type of parachute harness
jammed and could not be releasedo Upon inspection, the
following conditions were noted.

a0  Back plate of the release pin arrange-
ment was burred,

b. Release pins were routed and had many
small snags around their bases.

cc A =all amount of dirt, composed of
sand and clay material, was present.
This material had combined with a small :St
amount of oil, which caused a gum-like
mass to form*

2o It is considered that the fouling of the release
was caused by the burring of the pins and the pin socket
plate. Due to the engineering of the release, it is
considered possible that a collection of oil and dirt,
could cause the release to foul0 However, in this case,
the dirt was only a contributing cause of the failure,

~~6



TABLE I

TIE Rf2UIRF3 FOR COMPLETE RELEASE OF PARACHUTE HARNESS

On Land Under Good Conditions

NAVY HARNESS BRITISH HARNESS:

Sub- Time in Sub.. Time in:

=e tyn~ set seco--- econds;
.9tnd ; heaywinter

------- rAr 10 Ar 4
He He 4
Wi Wi 3
Do 6 Do 3
Wa 7 Wa

Average 7 Averaae 3

- _ _ _l_ _ _ - _ _ _ ,. . _ _ _ _|



TABLE II

TIMIE R-.'UIRE) FOR COMPLEE RELEASE OF PARACHUTE HARNESS

On Land in Simulated Bad Weather

NAVY HARNESS BRITISH HARNESS:

Sub- Time in Sub- Time in:
=ets Sec-onds 3 cL Seconds,:

:a) in high wind; prchute
: attached and open

1) Without preliminary
: pdrtial release Do 4.3 110 48 :

Cr 43 Du 42:
Wi 31 Do 27:
Sh 30 St 76:
Ri 2.Fu 25

Average 37 Average 44 :

2) With preliminary
: partial release St 4 Wi 24 :
: Re 1 He I:

Sh 1 Re 10:
1Ar Ri 10:

Fu 1 Fu 15:

Average 2 Average 12 :

:b) With w t hands and harness Wa 8 Wa 4 :
Do 6 Do 3:
Wi 5 Wi 3:
He 5 He 6:
Ar 8 Ar 5:

Average 6 Average 4 :

4 4

4 4



TABLE I!

Continued

NAVY HARNESS BRITISH HAIRNES3:

Sub,- Time in Sub- Time in:

:e~) Atoni O 0Fs __Reo___

)t 0°FFO with heavy winter
: LY! g gear t-no g oves

: 1) With oil in "quick
release" mechanism Wi 5 Wi 4

Da 10 Da 4
St 11 , St 5
Ni l Ni 15
Dr 1 Dr 6):

Averape 11 Averape 7

S2) With nu lul-icetion
in "quick releeie"

mechanism Ro 5
Du 5
Le 5
St 7
F11 4

Average 5

id) With heavy tens and hea

: -it l-tear er -f Ni 17 Ni 4

Du 16 4i 4
Wi 29 Wi 11
?.112 Ri.

Average 20 Average 6

1 Mechanism janmed on account of the type of oil used, Results

not used in averageo
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TABLE III

TIME REOUTRED FOR COMPLETE RELEASE OF PARACWUTF HARNESS

In Water and Suspended Above Water

NAVY HARNESS MiITISH HARNESS

Sub- Time in Sub- Time in:
secn_ _ __eots scnag:

S :a) In the water; canopy open Do ii Do
: Wi 7 Wi :
SFu 11 Gr 5

Pa 12 Bu 9
Le 12 Al _

:0

Average 11 Average :

sDo 8 Do 2 :
:6 F 2 :
St 6 Wi 2
Wi 4 Wa 3 :
Ar 7 He (12)1:

Average 6 Average 2 :

:a) in the water- ,life jacket
: .. .tiflatea . . Do 8Do 13 :
: Al 26 Al 12 :

: BU 12 Bu '
: 'Ar 12 Ar__ :

:Average 13 Average '9

S C

1 Subject swinging, Release delayed since subject was concernedwithn the i the aid of pool, Result not use
for Averager

1



TABLE IV

T'FO R.UID 1oR COMLPMLTM RELEASE O' PARACHU"hRNFSq

With One Hand Not Used

NATY HARNESS BRTISH KIRWIESS,

Sub- Time in Sub- Time in:: Y Wts Secons t €ndg-

:a) Comparison of Navy and British

harness Lusing lefthand)

1) Dry Ar 18 Ar 3
He 30 He 5 :

* Wi 14 "i 4g:
Do 49 Do 3: W li_18a 3 •

Average 25 Average 4 :

2) Harness and hands wet Wa 15 Wa :
Do 14 Do 5A W 7 "Wi 4
Ar 23 Ar 4

* He 0 He
*

Average 14 Average 4 :

NAVY HARNESS NAVY HARNESS :
:----------_RIGHT AND I --- Y' LET

0) Comparison oi ri&8t and
left hands with Navy

harness Ni 86 Ni 36 :
YU 31 IN, 13
Du 33 Du 12

Wi9 Wi 18RI 1 0 R! ..

Average 34 Average 18 :
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